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ABSTRACT

The use of network simulator as a modern tool in analyzing and predicting the behaviour
of computer networks has grown to reduce the complexity of its accuracy measure-
ment. This attracts researchers and practitioners to share problems and discuss them to
improve the features. To communicate the related issues, users move to online question-
answering platforms. Although recent studies have shown the popularity and benefits
of adopting network simulation tools, the challenges users face in using the network
simulator remain unknown. In this research paper, we examine 2,322 network simulator
related stack overflow question posts to gain insights into the topics and challenges that
users have discussed. We adopt the latent dirichlet allocation model to understand the
topics discussed in stack overflow. We then investigate the popularity and difficulty
of each topic. The results show that users use stack overflow as an implementation
guideline for the network simulation model. We determine 8 discussion topics that
are merged into 5 major categories. Simulation model configuration is the most useful
topic for users. We also observe that target network protocol modification and network
simulator installation are the most popular topics. Network simulator installation and
target network protocol modification issues have been challenging for most users. The
findings also highlight future research that suggests ways to help the network simulator
community in the early stages to overcome the popular and difficult topics faced when
using network simulation tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Since the complexity of communication networks have increased to measure the accuracy of system

behavior in traditional analytical techniques [1], network simulators (NS) are used as a modern technique to
analyze and predict the behavior of computer networks. In the implementation, NS allows the users to design,
modify and test the networking protocols in a simulation mode and is modeled with devices, links and application
to report the performance of the tested networks. Today’s application of simulation techniques has attracted
researchers and practitioners to discuss and find a way to improve the features. To communicate the NS-related
issues and update, users turn to an online question-answering platforms, such as stack overflow (SO), and
to get help and advice from community about the technical problems they face. Stack overflow is an online
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question-answering platform that accommodate the need of various users and discusses a wide-range of topics
and programming languages.

A number of research on the quality and content of online question-answering platforms, such as
stack overflow, has indicated its significance. Zagalsky et al. [2] reported that SO with R-tag has become
a communication channels that have a relationship with the topics discussed in R software development
community forum. Squire [3] showed that the measurement of quality, users’ participation, and the effectiveness
of responding time in the SO forum have been the key factors that caused developers to move from mailing list.
Calefato et al. [4] proposed a guideline of making a successful question in SO forum, while Wang et al. [5]
analyzed the important factors that impact the time of receiving an accepted answer in four Stack Exchange
websites. SO discussion topics were also investigated in several studies. Beyer et al. [6] performed a large scale
empirical study on SO to analyze topics and the current trends that developers discuss. Finally they automatically
classify the posts into seven question categories. Other study on mobile-developers topics in SO was conducted
by Rosen and Shihab [7].

Extending prior works that analyze the quality of SO questions and their topics, in this paper, we
conduct a large scale empirical study on the topics covered by NS questions posted in SO. We also investigate
the types of issues faced by the NS users by categorizing the keywords used in the questions. We further study
the NS questions that are most difficult to answer by calculating the PD score [8]. Based on the analysis of 2,322
NS-related questions from SO, we find that the NS-related threads seekers use SO platform to discuss simulation
model configuration, target network protocol modification, NS installation, simulation model performance
measure and NS build error. Although simulation model configuration is the most useful topic amongst the NS
users, it does not so popular. The most viewed NS-related discussion topic by the users is NS installation. Most
discussions in Stack Overflow are initially triggered with a How-to type of questions. This indicates that NS
users usually ask for an instruction, guidance or tutorial to solve their problems. However, although the number
of responses is high, NS installation and target network protocol modification are the most difficult types of
questions to get the appropriate answers.

Our findings show that NS users need a specific discussion forum to reach the maturity level of similar
project-specific discussion platforms, such as the Eclipse forum. So that the most common issues, such as
plug-ins and documentation, could be identified and suggesting to new users how they can address the issues that
prevent their entry to the discussion forums [9]. In addition, our insights can be used for guidance to conduct
future research on NS-related discussions in other channels and artefacts in the complex software development
environment.

Paper Organization: the rest of this paper are organized is being as. Section 2. presents the research
methodology. In detail, we describe the research questions, our procedures to collect data, and our online
appendix. The study results are presented in section 3. to answer the formulated research questions. The
implication of the study are then explained in section 4. section 5. and 6. describe the threat to validity and
present the related works, respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in section 7.

2. RESEARCH METHOD
This section presents our research questions, data collection process, and the replication packages in an

online appendix.

2.1. Research questions
This study aims to extract insights into NS-related discussion characteristics on the SO platform. To

achieve this goal, we have created three research questions to guide our research. We present these questions
with motivation.

− RQ1: What kind of topics presented in the network-simulators related discussion?

Network simulators (NS) have become a high demand for network engineers and researchers [10] .
Different type of users will have various NS-related problems that require a different area of expertise.
For example, some users require specific expertise in the tcl scripting, but others could have problems
on network protocols, or design features. Thus, the difficulties faced by users are likely to differ. Since
users get the benefit from question-answering platforms to communicate issues, the objective of this
research question is to understand the most useful and popular NS topics that are frequently faced by NS
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community. In addition, identifying widely discussed NS topics is the first step in highlighting issues that
are gaining more attention.

− RQ2: What types of questions do users face?
Taking the results from RQ1, we then set out to empirically study the types of question that were asked
by users. Previous study [7] shows that users ask the questions in different types (i.e. how, what, why).
Similar to the approach of prior study [7], this analysis is performed to identify the nature of difficulties
encountered while using NS.

− RQ3: What topics are the most difficult to answer?
The key motivation of this RQ is to investigate the topics that are difficult to answer. Finding the topics
that are hard to answer will help the users to get more attention from the NS community. Furthermore, it
highlights the topics that require better support (tools/framework/ official documentation) for addressing
NS usage related difficulty.

2.2. Data Collection
Figure 1 outlines the methodology for collecting the data which is described is being as. We initially

downloaded the latest SO data dump (July 2008 to December 2019) that is publicly available on the SO Torrent
[11] . The SO data contains all the Q&A with the metadata (creation date, favourite count, views, and score).
The initial collected dataset contains 46,947,633 posts, where 39.83% (18,699,426) are question posts and
60.17% (28,248,207) are answer posts spanning from July 2008 to December 2019.

Step 1: Filter using # simulator tag. SO posts are typically tagged by relevant tags to improve visibility
of the posts. Following the similar approach that was used in previous study [7] , we collect the initial NS dataset
by filtering posts that contain simulator as a tag word. The output of this step is 1,407 NS posts.

Step 2: Discover relevant tags. In this step, we extract the co-occurring tags with simulator from 1,407
posts to discover relevant tags. One major risk of discovering relevant tag is the possibility of introducing noise
in the main dataset. For example, JNS java network simulator (JNS)for implementing ns2 is a relavant post
that contains tag words Java along with simulator and ns2. Therefore, to mitigate this problem, we group and
aggregate the target tags through semi-automatic process. In detail, the process includes string search using
manual verification of newly explored tags. In addition, we validate the tags by applying tag relevance threshold
(TRT) and tag significance threshold (TST) as metrics to validate tags:

TRTtag =
#tag posts

Sum(#tag posts)
(1)

TSTtag =
# tag posts

#popular tag posts
(2)

where #tag posts is the number of NS posts for the tag, Sum(#tag posts) is the total number of posts for the tag,
and #popular tag posts means number of NS posts for most popular tag. For instance, omnet ++ is a tag word
that occur only 11 times as a co-occurring tag in simulator tagged post while the total number of question posts
on SO is 1406. Therefore, we also included such kind of tags in the final tag set. Thus, the output of step 2 is
manually validated 4 tags (see Table 1) as being representative of NS discussions.

Step 3: Collect tagged posts. After getting the NS-related tag sets, we utilize those tags to identify and
extract posts to create the final NS post dataset. The output of step 3 is 2,322 posts from SO being used as final
dataset in the subsequent sections.

Step 4: Extract post title and preprocess for LDA. In this step, we apply a filter to remove irrelevant
information. For topic modeling we only focus on title of the question posts since body of post can introduce
noise to our analysis. Using the similar approach to prior studies [7] to extract the title of the posts, we
performed pre-processing of the data. This includes removal of emails, newline characters, stop words using
regular expression [12] and python NLTK [13]. We subsequently build a bigram model using Gensim [14] and
lemmatize the words to map the original words. The output of step 4 is NS post title corpus which is used as the
input of LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation) model.

Step 5: LDA topic modeling. As illustrated in Algorithm 1, in this step, we identify the NS topics using
SO post title. To obtain the topic names, we use the LDA technique [15] , which was also used by previous
studies [7, 16-18].
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Figure 1. Overview of the methodology of NS study

Table 1. The tag list used to identify and extract NS related posts. The TRT and TST values are presented in
percentages

Filtered tag #Initial posts #Final posts TRT (%) TST (%)

simulator 1,407 1,407 100.00 100.00
ns2 15 599 2.50 1.06
ns-3 11 316 3.48 0.78
omnet++ 11 1,406 0.78 0.78

In this study, we apply the Mallet model of the LDA technique [19] to create group of NS posts in our
dataset based on the keywords exists in the title of posts. To obtain the optimal number of topics k, we perform
the modeling process in several iterations. First, we run the LDA for range (0-50) with 3 step size increment.
Second, we choose the sub-optimal range (4-20) based on the coherence score [20]. Third, we again run the
model for sub-optimal range with 1 step size increment and thus optimally come-up with 8 topics. Finally, we
run the model with topic number k=8 and obtain 8 NS topics with their associated keywords (20 keywords per
topic).

Algorithm 1: NS topic modeling using LDA
Input: NSqposts=Stack Overflow NS question posts obtained in step-3
Result: Suggested NS topics (k) and keywords
Method:
NSall post title=Extract titles from NSqposts;
NSpost title=Preprocess the NSall post title to remove noise;
for run LDA topic modeling on NSpost title using a custom range (N1 −N2) do

iterate with step size 3;
compute coherence score for each topic number;

end
select sub-optimal topic range (O1 −O2) based on coherence score;
for run LDA topic modeling on NSpost title using sub-optimal range (O1 −O2) do

iterate with step size 1;
compute coherence score for each topic number;

end
select optimal topic number k based on coherence score;
run the LDA topic modeling on NSpost title for the optimal topic number k
return Suggested NS topics (k) and keywords

2.3. Online Appendix
We Publish the replication package. It contains (1) the NS dataset, (2) python codes, and (3) results of

the study. The package is available at https://github.com/syful-is/Network/simulator.
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Table 2. Top 5 discussion topics that relate to network simulators
Topic name Top 10 keywords #Posts

Simulation model configuration vein, node, packet, network, message,send, omnet, vehicle, create,
node

999

Target network protocol modification file, implement, find, add, function, route, set, parameter, code,
module

527

NS installation installation, error, omnet, omnetpp, variable, window, unable, read,
problem, ubuntu

278

Simulation model performance measurement simulation, run, time, calculate, work, delay, distance, end, through-
put, result

276

NS build error omnet, inet, make, project, build, link, error, library, fail, command 242

sum 2,322

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section describes the analyses of SO posts and topics to answer the research questions. In details,

we present each research question alongside with the approach and the results.

3.1. RQ1: What kind of topics presented in the network-simulators related discussion?
Approach: To answer this RQ, we apply the LDA topic modeling for identifying topics based on the title of NS
post as described in section 2. We label the topic names based on the keywords suggested by LDA and by a
manual reading of the top 25 question posts for each topic. Manual analysis of topic keywords and question
posts reveals that some topics have similar meanings and ask similar types of questions, such as keywords related
to simulation model and network model configuration.

While these are different topics, they relate to simulation model configuration. Therefore, some topics
are merged and grouped into the same topic name. Thus, we obtain 5 final topic names from 8 topics suggested
by LDA topic modeling.In addition to the results of this RQ, we will also look at the most popular NS topics
among users. To identify the most useful and popular topics, we use three different metrics (i.e., score, favorite,
and views) that were also used in previous studies [7, 8, 21, 22]. We used the SO tour [23 ] as reference for
definition of the metrics.

− The average score of the NS question posts. According to SO tour, members are allowed to up-vote posts
that are considered useful to users. This votes are summarized as the score. We use this score as one of
the metric to measure the usefulness of the post topics.

− The average number of posts marked as favourite by SO users. This metric is used to measure the
usefulness of the post topics.

− The average number of views of the post by both unregistered and registered users. According to the SO
Tour, if a question post is viewed by many users, this post is considered popular among them. Therefore,
this metric shows the popularity of the topic.

Results: LDA topic modelling on SO posts suggest that users mainly discuss 5 NS-related topics. Table 2 shows
the 5 topic names, number of posts for each topic, and the top 10 associated-keywords obtained from LDA
topic modeling. We find that, simulation model configuration is the most common topics discussed by users,
followed by target network protocol modification. The other three topics discussed by users are NS installation,
simulation model performance measurement, and build error.

In the second part of analysis, we examine the NS topics usefulness and popularity among users.
Table 3 shows that simulation model configuration is the most useful topic based on the average score and
favorite count of the posts. This indicates that, users find the posts related to this topic as most useful. In addition,
we find that based on view count of posts, target network protocol modification and NS installation are the top
two most popular topics among the users. This indicates that, posts related to this topics are most commonly
searched by NS users on SO.
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Table 3. Usefulness and popularity of the top 5 discussion topics. The score, favorite and view counts are
presented in average

Topic name Score Favorite View

Simulation model configuration 0.37 0.28 420.52
NS build error 0.32 0.15 477.67
Simulation model performance measurement 0.32 0.21 488.59
Target network protocol modification 0.31 0.14 634.86
NS installation 0.18 0.09 602.08

RQ1: Summary

LDA topic modelling on SO posts suggest that users mainly discuss 5 NS-related topics. We find that
Simulation Model Configuration is the most useful topic to users. In addition, we observe that target
network protocol modification and NS installation issues are the most popular topics among the users.

3.2. RQ2: What types of questions do users face?
Approach: To examine the questions faced by the users, we apply the same approach as previous studies to
identify the types of posts in SO [7, 8, 24]. We utilize two steps to obtain the results. First, we manually
investigate 30 random sample questions using keywords (i.e., how, what, and why). We observed that some
question asked for instruction without using ‘how-to’ keyword. For example ‘Is there anyway to change coverage
in wireless node?’ is a ‘how-to’ types NS question post. Therefore, after manual investigation, we also include
‘Is there anyway’ as search string to identify ‘how-to’ questions. In the same way, we append a keyword list to
classify the post into question (i.e., how, what, and why) types. Finally, we apply the keyword list in the post
title and body to obtain classification of the questions. The categories used in NS question post labelling are as:

− How - is a question type asks for instructions to perform a task. For example, “how to draw xgraph in
satcom in ns2 simulation”. This question asks for instruction on xgraph feature in ns2 simulation.

− What - is a question type ask for information that are more abstract, conceptual in nature, asking for
decision help, or ask on non-functional requirements. For example, “What network simulation model
should I use for simulating the behavior of an ad-hoc network in OMNET++”. This type of question is
asking on the network simulation model for predicting behavior of an adhoc network in OMNET++.

− Why - is a question post that ask for review, reason, or cause for something. For example, “Why is the
following tcl script for NS2 gives error for procedure implementation?”. This question asks for clarifying
why an error has happened.

− Others - is a question post that can’t be classified by keyword search in the title and body of the post. For
example, “#includes in OMNeT++ Unit Tests”.

Results: Table 4 shows that most NS posts of each topic ask for an instruction to perform their specific tasks.
This is indicated by high percentage of how-to type of question, ranging from 55.80% to 78.06%. The NS
Installation topic has the highest how-to type of question 78.06%, showing a necessity for rich resources of
guidance to install and manage the NS tools. The Simulation Model Configuration has the highest What type of
post 12.02%. This suggests the necessity of general information about supported features on simulation model
configuration of the NS. Finally, the Simulation Model Performance Measure has the highest why type of post
2.17%. This suggests the necessity of discussion forums and improved documentation on simulation model
performance measurements issues.

RQ2: Summary

Results show that users mainly ask how-to type of questions, followed by what and why, respectively.
In addition, we find that NS Installation is the most dominant topic in asking for an instruction (i.e.,
how-to). This indicates the necessity of providing a guidance to reliably install NS tools.
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Table 4. Different issues of the top 5 topics faced by developers. The values are presented in percentage
Topic name how-to what why others

NS installation 78.06 4.68 1.43 15.83
NS build error 70.25 7.85 0.00 21.90
Target network protocol modification 64.71 8.92 1.33 25.05
Simulation model configuration 56.66 12.02 0.90 30.43
Simulation model performance measurement 55.80 9.05 2.17 32.97
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Figure 2. NS topic categories evolution over time

3.3. RQ3: What topics are the most difficult to answer?

Approach: To answer this RQ, we investigate the difficulty of the NS topic by utilizing four metrics which are
also used in the previous studies [7, 8]. For the first three metrics, we collect the metadata of each topic, that are,
answer count, accepted answer count, and comments count to compute the average values. For the fourth metric,
that is, the Probability of Difficulty (PD) score, we extract the answer count and view count of each topic. We
then calculate the average (i.e., avg. answer count and avg. view count) to find the PD score, formulated as:

PD score =
Average Answer Count

Average V iew Count
× 100% (3)

In general, a high number of views on a topic but a small number of answers indicates that only a
small number of people can answer the topic’s questions. Therefore, we adopt the PD score to measure the
difficulty of the topic. The lower the PD score, the harder it is to answer questions in NS-related discussion topics.

Results: Table 5 shows the difficulty measure of NS topics. We find that NS topics in this analysis do not
significantly differ in term of the avg. answer count (0.9-0.99), avg. accepted answer count (0.35-0.38) and avg.
comment count (1.19-1.71). Hence, we consider the PD score to determine the most difficult topic to answer.
As described in Table 5, NS Installation is the most difficult topic faced by users, followed by Target Network
Protocol modification. Although NS build error and Simulation model performance measurement are not as
difficult as the top two topics, they have similar level of difficulty according to our analysis. Finally, simulation
model configuration is the least difficult topics to answer, accounting for 0.095% of PD score in the result.
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Table 5. Difficulty measure of NS topics. The of number answers, accepted answers and comments are
presented in average while the PD score is presented in percentage

Topic name answers
accepted

comments PD (%)
answers

NS installation 0.99 0.35 1.71 0.057
Target network protocol modification 0.92 0.38 1.19 0.060
NS build error 0.93 0.35 1.27 0.073
Simulation model performance measurement 0.96 0.36 1.22 0.074
Simulation model configuration 0.90 0.35 1.26 0.095

RQ3: Summary

NS Installation and Target Network Protocol modification are the top two most
difficult NS-related topics to answer, with PD score 0.057% and 0.060%, respectively.

4. IMPLICATIONS
The results of this study will help the NS users better understand and focus on the most pressing

NS issues. This section describes how our results can help practitioners, researchers, and guides to software
development projects.

4.1. Practitioners
According to Table 5, the most popular topic on how to install NS has less probability to receive

accepted answer. The NS community can benefit from these findings to devise better tutorials (i.e., video tutorial,
documentation) to reduce the barrier of NS usage. Our findings can also help NS community to prioritize the
task by considering the areas of the difficult NS topics while performing experiments. NS installation, build
error, simulation model configuration are the topics with highest share without accepted answers. NS developers
can take these issues into account to improve the user experience. In addition, Figure 2 shows the trend of NS
topic categories evolution over time. This trend hints the necessity of dedicated online blog for each NS that can
help to create large community and improve NS usage experience.

4.2. Researchers
Our large-scale empirical research provides an overall view of NS-related topics being discussed on

the SO platform. We found five NS-related topics discussed in SO, that are, Simulation Model Configuration,
Target Network Protocol modification, NS Installation, Simulation Model performance measure, and NS Build
error. We also focus the most popular and difficult NS topics. Therefore, we encourage researchers to develop
techniques to help NS users answer this difficult question.

4.3. Software development projects
The findings of this study recommend for software development projects to consider preparing project-

specific discussion forums. As observed in the study, the number of NS-related discussions in SO have increased
over time, but the attention from the community is not high. This leads to the most problem discussed remains
unsolved. The results indicate that considering to prepare project-specific discussion forums is important.
Sharing the project-specific problems in the project-related community forums will increase the probability
of getting the solutions. This will also enable developers to provide a community-related information or
announcement. As reported by Tantisuwankul et al. [25] that software projects tend to adopt communication
channel for both capturing new knowledge and updating existing knowledge, and since the information or
announcement that specifically relates to the software projects is important to share amongst the community,
providing an NS-specific discussion forum is necessary.

5. THREAT TO VALIDITY
There are several threats that may affect the validity of the NS study. This section describes the threats

to validity in detail.
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5.1. Construct validity
The threats to construct validity may emerge in our experiments. During the SO question extraction

phase, we may miss some NS questions due to the tag-based extraction technique. Since the number of this
issue is small, thus, the impact of the missing questions is not significant.

5.2. External validity
The threats to external validity may appear in data preparation phase. We conducted an empirical study

of 2,322 NS questions from Stack Overflow, but could not generalize the results to other question-answering
online platforms.

5.3. Reliability
We mitigate the threats to reliability by preparing online appendix of the dataset and scripts. This

online appendix is described in Section 2.3.

6. RELATED WORK
This section describes the NS-related work. First, we review some prior research on NS and its

implementation on network related research domain. Second, we discuss SO-based case studies and studies on
topic modeling.

6.1. Network simulator
There are several studies on NS. Prior works compared NS tools to subjugate barrier to select the

suitable one that support users objective [10] and the usage on wireless networks [26-29]. In another paper,
Campanile et al. conducted a case study to demonstrate the effectiveness of network simulator in real applications,
and modeling studies [27]. Comparative studies on wireless network simulators were also conducted by Lessman
et al. [30] and Korkalainen et al. [31] to help other users to quickly identify which simulator is most suitable for
their needs. There are also some previous research [32-36] to utilize NS as the tools to perform simulation work
for different wireless network scenarios and intrusion detection. As NS implementations increase in academia
and industry, we investigate the problems that users are facing. The results of this study provide the research
community with insights to understand areas that require more attention.

6.2. Stack overflow
The SO data have also been analyzed in several studies. In a study by Rosen and Shihab [7], the authors

has summarized mobile-related questions from SO to identify specific issues on various mobile platforms The
SO dataset was also used to understand the challenges chatbot developers [22]. Mahajan et al. [37] proposed
a recommendation system to fix run-time exception by utilizing SO dataset. Riccardo et al. [38] utilized SO
dataset in PostFinder system to support software developers with suitable code snippets. Cai et al. [39] proposed
a API recommendation method that also depends on SO dataset. Uddin et al. [40], proposed an automated
system to mine the API usage. This study also utilize SO as a primary data source. As far as we know, no
research has been conducted on SO NS-related posts. Our study complements previous work at SO by analyzing
NS-related posts. We collected and categorized NS topics and investigated the popularity and difficulty of the
topics. We believe that our research sheds spot light on the areas where NS users are facing challenges.

7. CONCLUSION
To understand the characteristics of NS issues discussed by users, we conducted a large-scale empirical

study on 2,322 NS questions posted in SO. In our study, we analyze (i) the types of discussion topics and their
popularity, (ii) types of questions that frequently faced by the users, and (iii) the difficulty of topics shared in
SO. The results of our study have shown that simulation model configuration is the most common discussed
and useful topic amongst the users, while target network protocol modification and NS installation are become
the most popular NS-related topics in SO. NS users are frequently ask for an instruction of NS installation by
posting a how-to type of question. This suggests the importance of providing improved NS installation document.
Furthermore, the findings show that the most difficult NS related questions posted in SO are NS installation and
target network protocol modification. Based on this study, we also shows the increase of NS related discussion
in Stack Overflow. Therefore, there are many open issues in future work, such as a comprehensive understanding
of the evolution of NS-related discussions and further study of NS topics on other online discussion platforms.
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